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Abstract—Risk analysis is considered as a fundamental aspect relevant for ensuring the level of critical infrastructure protection, where the critical infrastructure is seen as system, asset or its part which is important for maintaining the vital societal functions. Article actually discusses and analyzes the potential application of selected tools of information support for the implementation and within the framework of risk analysis and critical infrastructure protection. Use of the information in relation to their risk analysis can be viewed as a form of simplifying the analytical process. It is clear that these instruments (information support) for these purposes are countless, so they were selected representatives who have already been applied in the selected area of critical infrastructure, or they can be used. All presented fact were the basis for critical infrastructure resilience evaluation methodology development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the importance of critical infrastructure and its position in relation to society and societal needs can be objectively stated by motto: When we flip a switch, we expect light. When we pick a phone, we expect a dial tone. When we turn a tap, we expect drinkable water [1], [8].

These basic expectations and needs best express the importance of critical infrastructure for the maintaining of elementary functions and society. It is therefore clear that States have a need to create and build a system that will institutionalize the protection of critical infrastructure in the national legal environment.

One of the tools of critical infrastructure protection in the Czech Republic is the critical infrastructure body emergency preparedness plan, where legally required part of the basic structure withstands relevant application tools and information support for risk analysis. The following text will therefore present selected application tools useful in the context of risk analysis in selected areas of critical infrastructure as an outcome of security research project related to critical infrastructure resilience evaluation system development [6], [7].

II. SRC (SECURITY RISK SCORECARD)

One suitable methodology respectively information support in relation to risk analysis which fulfills the above mentioned conditions already defined is the SRC (Security Risk Scorecard). This scorecard is a key part of the methodology to better evaluate our security risks. It is designed to identify and assess the security risks that the Group faces. The scorecard will be the mechanism used to gather the information necessary to develop an overall view of the Group’s risk profile. The scorecard focuses on assessing the following key determinants of security risk:

• Economic impact - maximum level of impact (financial and non-financial) that could be suffered if a security incident occurred, given the current level of controls,
• Vulnerability - circumstances that impact the likelihood of threats materializing (including the status of controls; actions to enhance controls which have been completed, are planned or are in progress; special circumstances such as outsourcing),
• Frequency of occurrence - incident history as an indicator of the likelihood of threats materializing,
• Impact of occurrence - incident history as an indicator of the business impact of such events.

This scorecard considers five categories of security risks:

• Theft & fraud,
• Information security,
• systems security,
• Protective security.

A one page questionnaire is attached for each of the security categories detailed above. The questions address each of the key determinants of security risk:

A. Economic Impact

It is a maximum level of impact that the business unit could suffer, in context of a security incident occurrence. Factors considered are legal liabilities, increased expenditure or financial loss, degraded performance, impaired growth, loss of management control, brand/reputation damage, regulatory requirements and investigation/resolution.

B. Vulnerability

It means status of the current measures, as well as any actions to enhance the measures, which have been completed, initiated or planned.

C. Frequency of Occurrence

It summarizes the number of incidents, which have compromised security arrangements.

D. Impact of Occurrence

This section, completed last, uses the information provided by the level of threat section, to estimate the impact of historic incidents on the business. As for Economic Impact, Impact of
Occurrence considers legal liabilities, increased expenditure or financial loss, degraded performance, impaired growth, loss of management control, brand/reputation damage, regulatory requirements and investigation and resolution. It also considers the impact of ‘near misses’.

E. Near Misses

Near misses are defined as identified unresolved security exposures, including outstanding audit issues. To prevent double counting, identified attempted breaches of security have not been included in near misses as it is anticipated that they will be incorporated in ‘vulnerability’.

This scorecard should be completed by, or on behalf of, the primary ‘owner’ of security for each Business Unit. The completion of the scorecards for each Business Unit will be coordinated by the Divisional Operational Risk Managers. The scorecards will also be subject to a quality assurance review by the Divisional Operational Risk Managers. The results will then be consolidated and summarized. The scorecard results will be analyzed to provide insight into:

- Actual risk profile versus acceptable risk tolerance faced at the Group, Division, and Business Unit levels,
- Actual risk profile versus acceptable risk tolerance faced at the Group, Division, and Business Unit levels,
- Areas of risk that may require further review or investment on security initiatives,
- Achievements of security owners who are managing their risks within acceptable levels [2].

III. PROPERTY SECURITY RISK SURVEY

Other risk analysis methodology developed and used by Deloitte Advisory is just methodology Property Security Risk Survey. In relation with the physical protection is one of the most detailed. Its level of detail creates a framework for comprehensive risk analysis and in response to these risks, assessing the level of accepted safety/security measures by the quantitative approach.

![Fig. 1 Security Risk Scorecard – Economic impact [2]](image)

![Fig. 2 Security Risk Scorecard - Frequency of occurrence [2]](image)

For the purposes of this methodology were formulated following terminology areas:

A. Event

Occurrence of a particular set of circumstances; the event can be certain or uncertain; the event can be a single occurrence or a series of occurrences,

B. Hazard

It can be presented as a source of potential harm.

C. Likelihood

It is general description of probability or frequency. It can be expressed qualitatively or quantitatively.

D. Consequence

It is an impact of an event. There can be more than one consequence from one event. Consequences can range from positive to negative. Consequences can be expressed qualitatively or quantitatively. Consequences are considered in relation to the achievement of objectives.

E. Risk

The chance of something happening that will have an impact on objectives. A risk is often specified in terms of an event or circumstance and the consequences that may flow from it. A risk is measured in terms of a combination of the consequences of an event and their likelihood. A risk may have a positive or negative impact.

F. Risk Treatment

The measures selection and implementation process to modify risk level. The term ‘risk treatment’ is sometimes used for the measures themselves. Risk treatment measures can include avoiding, modifying, reducing, eliminating, sharing, transferring or retaining the risk.

G. Inherent Risk

It is a risk, which is an intrinsic component of an event. It can be also seen through the implementation of risk treatment measures.

H. Residual Risk

The risk remaining after the risk treatment measures
implementation.

This terminology base is then applied to each portion of the risk analysis process in areas which are also perceived as separate units. It is mainly related to the following units:

• Building details,
• Base building,
• Perimeter security,
• Floor security,
• Area security,
• Protective lighting,
• Emergency,
• Key control, locking devices,
• Control of personnel and vehicles,
• Safety of personnel,
• Cafeteria,
• Car park and loading bay,
• Hijack controls,
• Theft,
• Visitors and mail,
• Plant,
• Locker rooms,
• Security guard forces,
• Security culture.

For each of the above mentioned areas are formulated relevant questions that define certain parameters assessed quantitatively evaluating their level.

Fig. 3 Property Security Risk Survey – issues [3]

Another important part, which formulates and qualitative approach to risk assessment is to determine the classification of assumptions and categories of priority areas:

• Qualitative measurement of "Event Likelihood",
• Qualitative measurement of "Event Consequence or Impact",
• Qualitative risk Analysis Matrix,
• Inherent risk Treatment Strategy.

Fig. 4 Qualitative measurement of "Event Likelihood" [3]

IV. SPHERE – ENERGY

Software tool SPHERE - ENERGY is a form of expert analytical tools for risk analysis. Analytical method is based on a compilation of several analytical methods for analyzing threats and risks with a focus on energy entities. This program resp. tool is a specific approach to data collection within a system and the subsequent implementation of these data into the program.

The program itself is divided into five areas respectively parts that are logically linked in sequence workflow in the implementation of risk analysis. The program is divided into the following parts:

• Window matrix - for creating Pivot Tables
• Window relationships - for displaying instantaneous connections between elements,
• Window entering data wizard - to edit the names of the threats created tables for the effectiveness of selection of relevant threats in the system under consideration,
• Window element values - for entering other parameters for individual elements,
• Results window - for displaying output in graphical form or in a tree correlations.

Fig. 7 Window matrix - for creating Pivot Tables [4]
A. Threats Database

Threat database is an important part of the aforementioned tools, where you can view the database of data entry divided into two basic groups. The first group consists of data that can be viewed from the perspective of coding threats and a second group of data characterizing a particular threat. For correct functionality of the program is expected in a given instrument that the draw key to encrypt individual threats, what ultimately allows selecting threats conveniently.

The first character key is the designation of main categories, which divides threats according to the type to natural, technological, social, military, and other. Each of these five groups are further subdivided by cause, therefore, according to the potential effects of the phenomenon on issues related to fire, water, etc.

The default database, which is primarily focused on the energy sector, includes over 500 items that are all the same for each threat. Created database is not a closed database, and it is possible to supplement and expand the range of other threats.

An important analytical process is the expression of complex cycles between contexts and threats in areas of:

- the threat affects - Which threats affects the identified threat,
- the threat does not affect - Which threats does not affect the identified threat,
- the threat is affected - Which threats directly affect identified threat, or may make its existence,
- the threat is not affected - Which threats do not directly affect the identified threat,
- feedback - Which threats affect the identified threat and simultaneously are affected by the same time.

At the finalization of the analytical process is the formulation of vulnerability criteria, which can be seen as important in determining the economic size of each of the selected threats, and thus determine the level of probabilities of occurrence of the threat, which is selected or manually defined by the length of the period in which it is expected, that a particular threat occur. Last part of this analytical process is an expression of the value of funding to prevention.

Visualization is output through the final ranking chart of tree correlations, where they present the results and possible impacts of assessed threats.

Software tool SPHERE-ENERGIE is an analytical tool for comprehensive vulnerability assessment and potential impacts or correlations of assessed threats to the selected system in the critical infrastructure energy sector energy. Its complexity creates a presumption to use its philosophical perspective to support the process of determining the methodology for critical infrastructure resilience evaluation for selected areas and elements, and also in relation to the fact that vulnerability is seen as important parameter of system resilience evaluation.
These publications presented and discuss potential application of selected tools of information support for the implementation and within the framework of risk analysis and critical infrastructure protection. Contribution of the text is viewed from the perspective of fulfillment of the selected part of the critical infrastructure subject emergency preparedness plan elaboration. Text describing the generally applicable methods to the most specific, also from the perspective of information support use in context of risk analysis. The text makes it clear that in the energy sector can be applied a wider range of approaches to risk analysis, which highlights its complexity and linkages with other areas of critical infrastructure.
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